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BEYOND SUCCESS
BENEFITS

Organizations that have embraced the Beyond 
Success vision and mission

Shares with people John Maxwell’s principles and 
personal experiences.

Provides people knowledge and insights to learn.

Challenges people to self evaluation.

Inspires people to take action.

Provides an opportunity to hear John Maxwell 
speak about his faith.

Your Path to Significance
Beyond Success was created by the world's most influential leadership
expert, Dr. John Maxwell.

• He is an icon of World Leadership according to Newsweek Magazine.

• Named America's #1 Business Leader.

• The most influential Leadership expert in the world.

• His organizations have trained more than 6 million leaders in 196
countries.

• He has sold more than 25 million books in 50 languages.

A TRANSFORMATIONAL
LEADERSHIP MOVEMENT



Your Path to Significance.
Beyond Success was created by the world’s most influential leadership 

expert, Dr. John Maxwell.

Methodology
We train leaders like you to 
facilitate Success tables with people 
who want to improve their lives.

The Beyond Success Success tables 
offer a very accessible path to self-
improvement and the opportunity to hear 
John Maxwell speak about his faith.

We have already seen the e�ectiveness of 
this strategy in other countries. People's 
lives are improving and many thousands 
have come to Christ.

Facilitator
A facilitator can be defined as someone 
who encourages people to share and 
enables them to learn and grow through 
their example.

Content
1. Attitude.
2. Personal Growth.
3. Priorities.
4. Relationships.

5. My Most Important Relationship.
6. From Good Intentions to Good Actions.
7. From Success to Significance.
Extra Session - Preparing to facilitate your
own Roundtable.

He is an icon of World Leadership 
according to Newsweek Magazine.

Named America’s #1 Business Leader.

The most influential Leadership expert in 
the world.

His organizations have trained more 
than 6 million leaders in 196 countries.

He has sold more than 25 million books 
in 50 languages.

A facilitator is NOT: an instructor, a 
teacher, a counselor.

Not there to impress them.

Not there to reprimand or 
correct others.

Not there to teach or lecture.

You challenge yourself, not others.

A facilitator is: a genuine and honest 
participant.

Encourage participants to take steps 
that lead to personal growth.

Keeps the group focused.

Love people and respect their opinions.

Share experiences from your own life.

You are not afraid to expose your own 
weaknesses and be vulnerable with 
others.

As followers of Christ, we understand that a true 
transformation can only occur when people have a 

relationship with God. 

How can we invite people in our 
community to know about God 
and present them the opportunity 
to know Him? 

A Transformational 
Leadership Movement

Through BEYOND SUCCESSS

Beyond Success is a personal growth and evangelistic leadership 
movement designed to help you reach your potential and make a 
positive impact in those around you, presenting them the opportunity to 
know God in a di�erent and e�ective way. 

Goal
1,000,000 Salvations



BEYOND SUCCESS BY THE NUMBERS
Program to Date YE 2021

BEYOND SUCCESS 
GLOBAL PRESENCE

Facilitators Participants

Success tables Salvations

Amongst the number of inmates that made 
faith decision was a young man who wept 
nonstop after the prayer time. His strange 
behavior caught the attention of the team, 
who later seized the opportunity to have a 
chat with him privately. During that brief 
conversation, he confided: “I wish I knew 
Jesus earlier than now. I probably wouldn’t 
have been in here.” Upon hearing this, a team 
member encouraged him from 2 Corinthians 
5:17. Like light piercing through the darkness, 
the frown rolled back and a radiant smile 
surfaced on his face. It was a clear indication, 
that he had definitely received back the “joy 
of salvation.” Praise God! (Inmate at a central 
prison in Liberia)

Young Man Convicted, Africa
Success table participant

Silvia, Mexico
Success table participant

“Before Beyond Success, I was an indecisive 
person and I postponed important things. 
As the course progressed, we evaluated 
ourselves and I began to tell myself, "You 
have to do it, you have to be more decisive. 
It was really a big step to be able to make 
decisions. This led me to make the best in 
my life which was to be able to open the 
door of my life to God. Like a little seed 
planted in my heart that grew when I heard 
that God could love me, I am happy and I 
am reaffirmed. I feel calm knowing that I 
made one of the best decisions and am 
following the right path. I am not alone in 
life because God is now with me."

Eric Nyuma
Africa’s Regional Director

"The Beyond Success program is not an 
ordinary leadership development tool. It has a 
huge dividend; something I would refer to as 
deeper Kingdom purpose. In lesson 5 of the 
Beyond Success booklet, John shared a unique 
story about his personal relationship with God 
(our greatest friend). Oh yes! God is our greatest 
friend. John explained four pictures on how we 
as a people see God. Ironically, three of 
the pictures are wrong while one of them is 
correct. I encourage you to see lesson 5 of 
Beyond Success.
It is a special gift of faith to take. “So faith comes 
from hearing, and hearing by the word of God” 
Romans 10:17. The good news is, by hearing and 
seeing this lesson, salvation takes place thereby 
establishing a special and personal relationship 
with God. Go for it!.”

57,578 275,151

34,951 114,443
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